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YAC is an association which promotes architectural
competitions aimed at fostering culture and design research. Over the years, YAC has broadened its
experience of work and collaboration with the main
architectural firms of contemporary architecture,
dealing with diverse and numerous topics of architectural design.
Nowadays, YAC’s expertise can serve young designers better, providing them with the creation of
high-level educational programs aimed at polishing
the skills of the students and offering them a valuable connection to the labour market.
Thanks to the close relationship with internationally
renowned professional and academic actors, YAC is
the perfect frame within which complete or specialize one’s skills, and create a significative link with
the most internationally-renowned architectural
practices.
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YACADEMY | HEADQUARTERS

WHERE
Via Borgonuovo, 5 - 40125 Bologna,
Italy

In the heart of Bologna’s historical
city center, close to the Two Towers
and next to Piazza Santo Stefano,
YACademy is located in a prestigious
medieval building which has been renovated to welcome an educational
center of excellence which can also
count on an architectural library of
more than 3.000 books donated by
Sapienza University. YACademy is the
perfect place where to continue or enrich your education, in a prestigious
context immersed in the commercial
and historical centre of an always-onthe-go and lively city located at a short
distance from Rome, Florence, Venice
and Milan. From Bologna Central Station, it is just a brief bus ride or a short
pleasant walk under the marvellous
porticos to get to YACademy’s headquarters: here, among history, innovation and internationality, the young
designer will be able to meet some of
the most celebrated personalities of
contemporary architecture and build up a network of excellence while
laying the foundations of their future
careers.
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THE COURSE

THE COURSE | OVERVIEW

From Stonehenge to Greek temples, architecture is the signa-

architects. At the end of the lessons, the students will be granted

ture of humankind on landscape, the artificial element that has

an internship in one of the following professional firms:

always been connected to the natural environment. Architecture and landscape are linked by a fundamental continuity that
is now starting to fade, damaging the quality of the space we
dwell.
More than ever today, landscape is a precious heritage that architecture can and must enhance, while protecting it to pass it
on to future generations: architects shall not give up on working
on landscape, instead they should be able to design architectures that respond to each landscape’s specific feature and generates wonderful and unique spaces.
The “Architecture for Landscape” course was created on these
premises: it aims at training designers who are able to meet the
diverse needs of transforming territories, enforcing an attenti-

the workshop deals with a real design case arranged with
Arte Sella and offers a great opportunity to analyze and

realize the outcome design.
STEFANO BOERI ARCHITETTI - EDOARDO TRESOLDI SNOHETTA - HHF - DUQUE MOTTA & AA - SAUNDERS
ARCHITECTURE - ARTESELLA - MARKUS SCHERER OBJECTIVES
- EDOARDO MILESI & ARCHOS - IOTTI + PAVARANI The “Architecture for Landscape” course aims at training profesARCHITETTI - MARLEGNO
sional designers who are able to intervene on astonishing and

COURSE PERIOD September 2018 - November 2018
ATTENDANCE TO LESSONS 3 days per week
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS 25
LANGUAGE Italian

ve and productive dialogue with the surrounding landscape to

ELEMENTS OF INNOVATION

respond to the needs of prestigious clients in outstanding con-

•

texts. Through a thorough analysis of the natural world, light
and geomorphological features of terrains, the designers will
become more and more able to reconnect human design to the

landscape design;
•

•

natural environment and be inspired by landscape to design
outstanding, sustainable and impressive architectures.

•

The course will be made up of 109 hours of lessons, a 60-hour

•

monumental natural contexts. Thanks to the workshop activities,
the designers will be able to interpret the characteristics of the natural environment to transform it into a fine setting for elegant,
sustainable and integrated architecture. The course aims at providing the students with skills that are immediately usable and at
granting a focus on the choice of materials, technologies, elements
of sustainability and care of different botanical items. Moreover,
through their internships in well-renowned professional firms, the
students will gain an efficient link to the labor market.

The first course that gathers a ten-year experience in archi-

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

tecture integration in prestigious natural environments and

The students will gain and improve their skills regarding architectu-

offers it as an educational program;

ral design in prestigious landscape contexts, materials, design te-

within a three-month course, the students are offered a

chnologies and strategies for protection and enhancement of the

prestigious range of future job opportunities;

natural features of landscape.

the course envisages and aligns different educational tools
(lessons, workshops, internships, company visits);

workshop and multiple lectures by well-renowned professional

the course offers new competences and high-relevant
complementary notions: botany, lighting technology and
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THE COURSE | STRUCTURE
BIOCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS | 12 hours
How to choose materials according to the landscape
Markus Scherer, founder Markus Scherer

ADMISSION
The admission to the course is based on the evaluation of:
•
curriculum vitae in European format
•
motivational letter (max. 200 words)
•
portfolio
In order to ensure the best quality of teaching and the most effective absorption of the students in the labor market, the course will have a limited number of students (max. 25); it will be delivered in Italian and addressed to graduates who have obtained
a master’s degree in Architectural Sciences or other equivalent
titles by the application deadline (20/07/2018).
The commission, in conjunction with the preliminary assessment, together with the outcome of a possible interview, may
admit students with different qualifications.

LESSONS
109 HOURS

INTERPRETING LANDSCAPE | 12 hours
How to interpret places between land art and architecture
Emanuele Montibeller, founder Arte Sella
WELLNESS IN NATURE | 6 hours
Saunas and swimming pools: outdoor and wellness
Design Unit Starpool
THE CITY WITHIN LANDSCAPE | 12 hours
Relationships, challenges and interdipendence between natural and artificial
Paolo Iotti, co-founder Iotti + Pavarani Architetti

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN| 12 hours
Principles of environmental sustainability in prestigious landscape contexts
Edoardo Milesi, founder edoardo milesi & archos
DESIGNING GREENERY | 9 hours
Characteristics and needs of different botanical items
Antonio Perazzi, founder Studio Antonio Perazzi

WORKSHOP
60 HOURS

ART IN NATURE
Design of a prototype of an art residence at Arte Sella
Matteo Agnoletto, professor University of Bologna
Emanuele Montibeller, founder Arte Sella

LIGHT DESIGN | 12 hours
Natural and artificial lighting connected to landscape
Virginia Della Casa, lighting designer PSLab
BUILDING WITH TIMBER | 18 hours
Techniques and possibilities of building with timber
Angelo Luigi Marchetti, CEO Marlegno
CASE HISTORY | 16 hours
Successful examples of landscape interventions
Manuel Orazi, professor University of Ferrara

SPECIAL LECTURES

INTERNSHIPS

•
VERTICAL FOREST
Sara Gangemi, Stefano Boeri Architetti

At the end of the lessons, the students will be granted an internship in one of the professional firms relevant to the course topic:

•
WATER AND ARCHITECTURE: Oslo Opera House
Patrick Lüth, Snøhetta
•
SANCTUARIES WITHIN LANDSCAPE: Ruta del Peregrino
Simon Frommenwiler, HHF
•
ELQUI DOMOS: between sky and architecture
Rodrigo Duque Motta, Duque Motta & AA
•
CONTEXTUALIZING ARCHITECTURE: Louvre Abu Dhabi
Livia Tani, Ateliers Jean Nouvel
•
MUSEU PAULA REGO: between art and nature
Eduardo Souto De Moura, Eduardo Souto De Moura
•
ETHEREAL ARCHITECTURE
Edoardo Tresoldi

STEFANO BOERI ARCHITETTI (Milan) EDOARDO
TRESOLDI (Milan) SNØHETTA (Innsbruck) HHF
(Basel) DUQUE MOTTA & AA (Santiago de Chile)
SAUNDERS ARCHITECTURE (Bergen) ARTESELLA
(Borgo Valsugana) MARKUS SCHERER (Merano)
EDOARDO MILESI & ARCHOS (Bergamo) MARLEGNO (Bergamo)

•
FOGO ISLAND INN: the new refuges
Todd Saunders, Saunders Architecture
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THE COURSE | CALENDAR
APPLICATION OPENING

MAY, 14th 2018
APPLICATION DEADLINE

JULY, 20th 2018
PROVISIONAL RANKING

JULY, 30th 2018
ENROLLMENT FEE PAYMENT DEADLINE

AUGUST, 3rd 2018
OFFICIAL RANKING

AUGUST, 10th 2018
LESSONS START

SEPTEMBER, 24th 2018
ATTENDANCE TO LESSONS

3 DAYS PER WEEK
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS

25
LANGUAGE

ITALIAN
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PROGRAM

PROGRAM | LESSONS

12 HOURS
INTERPRETING
LANDSCAPE
How to interpret
places between
land art and architecture

6 HOURS
EMANUELE MONTIBELLER
founder Arte Sella

Born in 1959, in 1986, Emanuele Mon-

WELLNESS IN
NATURE
Saunas and
swimming pools:
outdoor and wellness

STARPOOL
Design Unit

Starpool was founded in 1975 by Ar-

tibeller founded Arte Sella. His project

delio Turri. Its activities are focused on

aimes at creating a place of encoun-

a continuous research of wellness so-

ter, exchange of ideas and dialogue

lutions that respond to the demands

between artists in the effort of highli-

regarding everything that is directly

The course will give the students a series of tools and

ghting the importance of the Valsuga-

The natural context is more and more the pivotal point

and indirectly connected to the care

methodologies to get in contact with the natural envi-

na valley in the international debate

of the contemporary accommodating and tourism of-

and harmonic development of the hu-

ronment, in order to build up the fundamental know-

between creativity and natural world.

fer. Relais, agritourisms, resorts, landscape and disper-

man body. In its 40 years of activity,

ledge that is necessary to intervene in prestigious

He is the artistic director and curator

sed hotels are just some representations of how, in

Starpool has revolutionized the SPA

landscape contexts. The analysis criteria which will be

of cultural projects for the association

the modern society, man is searching for spaces that

concept and launched on the market

offered to the students will range from the more con-

Arte Sella both in Italy and abroad.

connect him to nature. Designing wellness areas, in

new high-quality products. Starpool is

ventional and scientific approach - with lessons from

He helped creating ArteNatura, a fo-

this sense, represents the natural completion of the

a an expert, serious and reliable par-

geologists, botanists and nature experts - to the more

rest itinerary studded by works of art

offer of any facility inserted in a prestigious landsca-

tner whose abilities range from desi-

psychological and perceptive approach. Therefore, the

made by masters of the Art in nature,

pe context, also offering an innovative opportunity to

gn to realization, from coordination

course will present the contamination between natu-

among which: Nils-Udo, Chris Drury,

enhance the usability of places (pools, saunas, panora-

to tools’ choice, from maintaining to

re and different artistic and creative disciplines - from

Patrick Dougherty, Michelangelo Pi-

mic relax areas are just some examples of this trend).

management. A team of architects,

sculpture to music - while teaching about the features

stoletto.

Therefore, the course will overview the main technical,

designers, technicians, artisans, spe-

of the cultural experience in Malga Costa in Arte Sel-

compositional and normative elements of outdoor

cialists and the R&D dept allow Star-

la. The whole course will take place in Arte Sella’s he-

planning for wellness, offering a detailed description

pool to always be at the forefront as

adquarters in Malga Costa, so to be able to carry out

of the numerous and different solutions on the market

for new business models or new ele-

fact-finding and analytic visits to get to know the topic

in order to improve the efficiency of the architectural

ments of competitive advantage.

of the workshop better.

intervention in the natural context.
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PROGRAM | LESSONS

12 HOURS
THE CITY WITHIN
LANDSCAPE
Relationships,
challenges and
interdependence
between natural
and artificial

12 HOURS
PAOLO IOTTI
co-founder Iotti + Pavarani Architetti

BIOCOMPATIBLE
MATERIALS
How to choose
materials according to landscape

MARKUS SCHERER
founder Markus Scherer

He studies at the Architectural Scho-

He studies architecture at IUAV in Ve-

ol of the University of Ferrara, where

nice where he graduates in 1990. He

he also teaches design from 2006 to

founds A5 Architects associate stu-

2016. In 2001, together with Marco

dio in 1992 which becomes “Markus

Pavarani, he founds Iotti + Pavarani

Scherer Architekt” in 2001. During his

Architects studio which operates in

career, he has gained several awards

the fields of architectural, urban and

and recognitions: Hofstätter winery in

landscape design and works on ma-

Termeno won the“Costruire nelle alpi”

sterplan and design projects both for

The course will focus on the relationship between the

Award; Kufstein fort won the Austrian

the private and the public sectors.

choice of the building materials and the natural con-

Award for touristic buildings (2000);

The designer who wants to learn more about the

The studio has produced distinctive

text. Choosing the materials is fundamental for the

Tirolo Castle won the “Dedalo Minos-

enhancement of and the intervention on landscape

architectures coherently inserted in

integration of new elements in a prestigious natural

se Award” in Vicenza in 2008. Fortez-

shall not only consider the architectural element. In-

high-value environmental urban and

context, performance-wise and aesthetically-wise. The-

za fort won “Alto Adige Architectural

stead, more than the individual artifact, it is the ag-

landscape contexts and based on

refore, the course will present the aesthetical, technical

Award” (2009) for its renovation. Nals

gregation of architectures and infrastructures that will

environmental, social and economic

and performative features of each material in relation

Margreid winery represents another

impact on the natural system. The course will, there-

sustainability: these features have

to landscape, both as a perceptive unit (hence, nee-

one of his remarkable projects.

fore, analyze the main examples of urban design and

obtained them more than 20 awards,

ding a reflection on matter and colour features of the

planning, reviewing the good planning practices for an

among which the Renzo Piano Foun-

natural and artificial landscape) and as a climatic di-

integration/development of the city coherent to the fe-

dation Award for the Best Young Ta-

verse context (hence, subject to different solicitations

atures of each particular natural context, which should

lent of Italian Architecture.

and external agents). The course will also include the

be respected and also inspirational for the design of

planning of the design texture to use for the workshop

liveable spaces that are fully functional.

topic.
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PROGRAM | LESSONS

12 HOURS
SUSTAINABLE
DESIGN
Principles of
environmental
sustainability in
prestigious landscape contexts

9 HOURS
EDOARDO MILESI
founder edoardo milesi & archos

He studies at IUAV and graduates at

DESIGNING
GREENERY
Characteristics
and needs of different botanical
items

ANTONIO PERAZZI
founder Studio Antonio Perazzi

Antonio Perazzi studies at the Polytech-

Polytechnic of Milan with Franca Helg

nic of Milan and at London Kew Royal

in 1979. He is an expert in environ-

Botanic Gardens. In 1998, he opens his

mental-landscape protection and has

own studio and carries out projects and

obtained numerous specializations,

advisory activities for some of the most

among which Religious Architecture

important architectural studios and

and the Art of Gardens. In 1989, he

societies of Engineering. He has carri-

founds Archos studio which works on

ed out both private and public projects

different scales and settings, but is

in Italy and abroad, and has worked in

characterized by a coherent method

On very different scales, the Landscape topic has

France, Russia, India, Austria, Canada,

and by a continuous research on

gained a key role in architectural and urban design

Usa, China, Kuwait and Morocco. He

Designing in prestigious landscape contexts obviously

environmental, social and building

and has become an inspiration, a tool, a decoration.

was a professor at the Polytechnic of

requires a particular attention to the sustainability and

elements of Architecture. Besides his

Knowing the plants in their ecological features allows

Milan and has held lectures and work-

biocompatibility issues. Therefore, the course will treat

work activity, he participates actively

the designers to complete their project in its smaller

shops in many Italian and foreign uni-

the main techniques and strategies to design low-im-

in the cultural debate on contempo-

details. The project is complete when it is able to relate

versities. He works with national and

pact environmental and energetic architectures (from

rary architecture and is interested in

to the territory, with a biological continuity or contrast.

international newspapers, he publi-

how to choose non-polluting materials to sustainable

the dissemination of knowledge. In

For landscape designers, botanics are a tool and an

shed “Contro il Giardino” with Pia Pera

design). Through an analysis of the main technical so-

2008, he founds and starts directing

inspiration: an approach to connect different environ-

for Ponte alle Grazie and “Foraverde”

lutions on the market, the students will also reflect on

the magazine “ARTAPP”. In 2012, he

ments for them to dialogue both with the artificial and

for Maestri di Giardino, with a preface

the use of the natural features of landscape or archi-

founds the Cultural Association Scuo-

natural world. During the course, decoration, useful

by Gilles Clément. For ten years now,

tectural artifacts to obtain low-energetic-impact archi-

la Permanente dell’Abitare.

and adaptable plants will be analyzed in connection to

he has published the monthly column

materials and surfaces.

“bustine di Paesaggio” on Gardenia.

tectures that are at the cutting edge performance-wise.
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PROGRAM | LESSONS

12 HOURS
LIGHT DESIGN
Natural and
artificial lighting
connected to
landscape

18 HOURS
VIRGINIA DELLA CASA
lighting designer PSLab

She graduates in Architecture with top

BUILDING WITH
TIMBER
Techniques and
possibilities of
building with
timber

ANGELO LUIGI MARCHETTI
CEO Marlegno

He graduates in Civil Engineering at

marks at the University of Florence

the University of Brescia. He is CEO of

and then starts her work as a Resear-

Marlegno s.r.l. Prefabricated Wooden

cher of the University of Florence for

Buildings, qualified in the engineeri-

viability projects for urban spaces in

zation and prefabrication of wooden

the city of Florence and, after a period

facilities and buildings, characterized

of training and collaboration with Sou

by the development of “customized”

Fujimoto Architects studio in Tokyo,

projects, experience and the techni-

Natural lighting, energy consumption and light pollu-

she goes back to Italy to work as an

cal/technological skills, enthusiasm

tion: there are different issues relating to light desi-

architect and lighting designer in the

Among the main building materials, timber is used

for innovation, care for details and a

gn in nature. Therefore, the course will integrate the

area of the city of Bologna, firstly for

both as a cover and a structure of those architectures

special attention to sustainability with

reflection on lighting within the compositional process,

Viabizzuno and later - and currently -

that are deeply connected to landscape. Following the

regard to the environment. Marchetti

in order to optimize the perceptual, emotional and per-

for PSLab.

specific features of the workshop topic, the course of-

has a very optimistic and positive at-

formative results. Thanks to the course, the students

fers the students an advanced technical knowledge of

titude and is a strong supporter of a

will gain theoretical knowledge that is useful for the

the performative and structural features of different

building concept based on high tech-

lighting design, to understand how to choose the best

materials, of the main processing techniques, use and

nology and eco-friendly systems; he is

products in regards to the particular event, but will also

design of timber buildings. Thanks to this course, the

specialized and qualified in this sector

have the opportunity to apply the notions during the

students will learn how to design architectures which

and has hold conferences, training

workshop activities. Moreover, the students will learn

can integrate the maximum wellness for people with

courses and workshops at many uni-

how to manage the lighting scientifically to guarantee

the issues of energy saving and respect of the envi-

versities and institutes of technology.

the best integration of light in architecture and an ap-

ronment, which timber design allows to achieve and

propriate enhancement of interior and exterior spaces.

optimize.
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PROGRAM | LESSONS

16 HOURS
CASE HISTORY
Successful examples of landscape
interventions

MANUEL ORAZI
professor University of Ferrara

He graduated in Architecture at IUAV
in 2001 and holds a PhD in History of
Architecture and Cities. Since 2002, he
has been working as a writer for Quodibelet (a publishing company in the
province of Macerata), where he worThe course will give the students a series of cultural

ks particularly on the publication and

and technical references that will help them develop

diffusion of architectural titles, mainly

their creativity. Through the analysis of some realized

for “Abitare” and “Habitat”. He taught

architectures, the students will be given an overview

History of Architecture and Theories

on the main and most famous architectures which

of Architectural Research at UNICAm

have a virtuous and fascinating connection to the en-

(Ascoli Piceno), Universities of Bolo-

vironment in which they are inserted, carried out by

gna and Ferrara. He has held semi-

world-renowned architectural firms:

nars and conferences, among others,

•

Stefano Boeri Architetti

also at the Architectural Association

•

Snøhetta

of London. He works regularly for the

•

HHF

magazines “Domus”, “log”, “Icon De-

•

Duque Motta & AA

sign” and the daily “Il Foglio”. Among

•

Ateliers Jean Nouvel

his most recent publications, together

•

Eduardo Souto De Moura

with Yona Friedman, he wrote The Di-

•

Edoardo Tresoldi

lution of Architecture.

•

Saunders Architecture
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PROGRAM | WORKSHOP

60 ORE
ART IN NATURE
Design of a prototype of an art
residence at Arte
Sella

MATTEO AGNOLETTO
professor University of Bologna

Associate professor in “Architectural
Composition” at the University of Bologna’s Department of Architecture,
he is a member of the Doctoral school for Architecture. Chief editor of the
magazine “Parametro” from 2003 to
2008; since 2005 he has been collabo-

The workshop will offer the students the oppor-

rating on the “Architecture” section of

tunity to bring together all the theoretical notions

the Triennale Design Museum in Milan

learnt during the course, in order to offer strategic

as advisor for the Gold Medal in Italian

solutions concerning a real design case. The course

Architecture award and section cura-

will be carried out in collaboration with Arte Sella,

tor for the exhibitions “Good N.E.W.S. “

one of the more well-renowned artistic and cultural

(2006), “Casa per tutti”(2008), “Antonio

associations in Europe, that for decades has been

Sant’Elia” (1888-1916), “Le città future”

welcoming in the amazing area of Malga Costa in-

(2016). Since 2012, he has been coordi-

stallations of artists and architects among the most

nating the Workshop “Ricerca Emilia”,

famous in the world - Giuliano Mauri, Michelangelo

a unit that is working in the places af-

Pistoletto, Peter Zumthor, Kengo Kuma - in a one-

fected by the earthquake. He coordi-

of-a-kind blend between art and nature. In this con-

nated the “Staveco Project” for the re-

text, the workshop will focus on the design of an

covery of the former state owned land

art residence/atelier that will be realized within the

to be converted into a new university

monumental woods of Malga Costa in Val di Sella.

complex for Alma Mater Studiorum.
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INTERNSHIPS

INTERNSHIPS
< STEFANO BOERI ARCHITETTI
Milan
Stefano Boeri Architetti (SBA), based in Milan, with offices in Shanghai and Tirana, (called Boeri
Studio until 2008) is dedicated since 1993 to the research and practice of architecture and urbanism. Among the most known projects there are: the Vertical Forest in Milan, the General Local
Plan of Tirana 2030 in Albania, the Villa Méditerranée in Marseille and the House of the Sea of
La Maddalena. Stefano Boeri Architetti has provided services for the architectural and urban
design for over 20 years, especially on large scale projects and public space renewal. It develops
projects and regeneration strategies in complex environments, outlining and supporting synergies between the various stakeholders, public and private entities. Counting on a staff of over 40
co-workers, in the design process SBA collaborates with a wide network of professionals, from
engineering consultants and landscape architects, to social scientist specialist, to provide ad hoc
solutions over a wide range of territorial and socio-economic contexts.

SNØHETTA >
Innsbruck
Snøhetta began as a collaborative architectural and landscape workshop, and has remained
true to its trans-disciplinary way of thinking since its inception. Our work strives to enhance our
sense of place, identity and relationship to others and the physical spaces we inhabit, whether
feral or human-made. Museums, markets, reindeer observatories, landscapes and dollhouses
get the same care and attention to purpose. Today, Snøhetta has grown to become an internationally renowned practice of architecture, landscape architecture, interior architecture, product- and brand design, with more than 200 employees from 30 different nations.
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INTERNSHIPS
< HHF
Basel
HHF Architects was founded in 2003 by Tilo Herlach, Simon Hartmann and Simon Frommenwiler. Since then, HHF Architects have realized numerous projects in Switzerland, Germany, China,
France, Mexico and the USA. The scope of work ranges from urbanism and large-scale construction to public pavilions and interior design. From the beginning HHF was looking for collaborations with other architects and artists in order to widen their view on projects and enrich
the quality of specific proposals. In this context, worldwide perceived group projects such as
“Ruta del Peregrino” and the fruitful collaboration with the Chinese artist Ai Weiwei emerged. In
addition to building, teaching is an important activity of the office. The principals of HHF were
visiting professors at the University of Innsbruck, the Karlsruhe institute of Technology KIT, MIT
School of Architecture + Planning in Boston, and will be teaching at Yale School of Architecture
from 2018.

DUQUE MOTTA & AA >
Santiago de Chile
Duque Motta & AA is an architectural practice based in Santiago with Rodrigo Duque Motta as
founder. In 2007 he received the Award of the Architects’ Association of Chile for best architect
under 35. In 2012 he founded an initiative that brings together Chilean architects around the problem of urban housing, and the relationship between private development and public life. He is
Architecture design professor at Pontificia Universidad Católica and has run his own architecture
studio since 2003.In his studio has developed projects in a wide range of areas. In the hotel sector
highlights the Casino & Hotel of Talca and the Elqui Domos Astronomical Hotel; in industrial area
the development of projects for Quintay and Emiliana Vineyards; in the institutional sphere the
Faculty of Economics of UDP and in residential de development of Duque House, with which he
won the prize for the best work in the residential category at the Architecture Biennale of Santiago in 2004. His works have been published in specialized magazines in more than 15 countries.
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INTERNSHIPS
< EDOARDO TRESOLDI
Milan
Edoardo Tresoldi plays with the transparency of mesh and with industrial materials to transcend the time-space dimension and narrate a dialogue between Art and World, a visual summary which reveals itself in the fade-out of physical limitations. Mixing classical and modern
language, he generates a third one, strongly contemporary. Born in 1987, he grew up in Milan
where, at the age of 9, experimented different languages and techniques under the guidance
of painter Mario Straforini. In 2009 he moved to Rome and started to work in various creative
areas. Since 2013, he performs public space interventions, focusing his research on genius loci
and the study of landscape elements. In 2016 he carried out, together with the Italian Ministry of
Culture, the restoration of the Basilica paleocristiana of Siponto, a unique convergence between
contemporary art and archaeology. In January 2017 he has been included by Forbes among the
30 most influential European artists under 30.

SAUNDERS ARCHITECTURE >
Bergen
Saunders Architecture was founded by the Canadian architect Todd Saunders in 1998. Bringing
together dynamic building and material experimentation with traditional methods of craft, the
Bergen-based architectural practice has worked on cultural and residential projects right across
Norway, as well as England, Denmark, Italy, Sweden and Canada. Led by a strong contemporary
design sensibility, the studio believes that architecture must play an important role in creating
place, using form, materials and texture to help evoke and shape memory and human interaction. The office operates within existing natural as well as manmade contexts, with examples
ranging from an award nominated dramatic viewpoint structure set amidst a rich protected
landscape to several new-build houses within more traditional suburban settings.
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INTERNSHIPS
< ARTE SELLA
Borgo Valsugana
Arte Sella: the contemporary mountain. A place where in more than thirty years the mountain and contemporary art meet. Art and Nature merge in a continuous dialogue, where Artists from all over the world
are invited to encounter the Sella Valley to carry out artworks that are nourished by the unique History and
nature of the place. In a period of thirty years dance, music and art in all its forms have assiduously attended the paths of Arte Sella, giving way to unique projects and events, for example Fucina Arte Sella and La
Natura del Pensiero. Arte Sella was born in an experimental form in 1986 and right from the start certain
cardinal principals were formed that still inspire the activities of Arte Sella:
•
The artist is not the absolute protagonist of the artworks but accepts that nature completes his work.
•
Nature must be protected as a vault of nature.
•
Nature is not only protected, but interpreted even in its absence, thus changes the ecological relationship.
•
The artworks are placed here and there and are made of natural materials. They come from the landscape and then return to nature.

MARLEGNO >
Bergamo
In 2000, the year of its foundation, Marlegno was a roofer company: today, is a specialized
company for the construction of houses, buildings and high-energy-performance prefabricated
wooden elements, with a particular attention to environmental sustainability. We design and
realize passive houses and almost-zero-energy buildings using ecocompatible timber building
systems aimed at minimizing the environment impact. The take care of all the construction
stages, from design to production, installation in the building site and post-selling maintenance. Their visioni s promoting and fostering a design policy for the costruction of building that
are compliant with the principles of environmental sustainability and energy saving. They work
through Italy and can count on a 9-million euros turnover.
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INTERNSHIPS
< MARKUS SCHERER
Merano
Markus Scherer founds A5 ARCHITETTI associate studio in 1992 which becomes “Markus Scherer Architekt” in 2001 and in 2005 moves the studio’s headquarters from Bolzano to Merano.
Over the years, the studio has gained several international awards and recognitions and its works are shown in exhibitions and event of the highest cultural value, from the Biennale of Venice
to the Triennale of Milan. Markus Scherer carries out didactics and partecipates to numerous
conferences for many professional orders and international universities.

IOTTI + PAVARANI ARCHITETTI >
Reggio Emilia
IOTTI+PAVARANI ARCHITETTI operates within the fields of architecture, urbanism, landscape and research. The
practice is involved in work over a wide range of architectural scales, for both the public and private sectors. Current design and construction projects are spread over a number of different sectors, and they include workplaces
(offices and commercial), civic and cultural buildings, sporting, residential, building rehab, urban renewal and landscaping. The firm is particularly renowned for design of architectures successfully inserted into high environmental value landscapes and townscapes and based on principles of environmental, social and economic sustainability. IOTTI+PAVARANI ARCHITETTI was set up in 2001, arising from the professional partnership of Paolo Iotti and
Marco Pavarani. Since its establishment, the firm has received more then 20 awards in architecture and urban design competitions and has gained national and international recognitions through the realization of architectures
which are innovative and surprising and yet appear completely comfortable in their surrounding. Among others,
in 2011 the practice received the Award as best young Italian talent in architecture by the Renzo Piano Foundation.
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INTERNSHIPS
< STUDIO ANTONIO PERAZZI
Milan
STUDIO ANTONIO PERAZZI’s equipe is made up of professionals in the fields of landscape architecture, ecology, botanics and art which work to guarantee a tailored approch to each project,
regardless of its scale. STUDIO ANTONIO PERAZZI founds its works on a wide knowledge of
botanics and its application as an ecological experiment. Botanics and design are combined in
order to offere high aesthetical standards in both public and private projects, which are modern
and bound to last. The garden and the landscape are not static, but always-changing and alive:
their analysis gives life to project which can explain the dynamics of interactions of the organisms they are made of.

EDOARDO MILESI & ARCHOS >
Bergamo
Edoardo Milesi & Archos studio’s works range in extremely different fields, counting on many realized projects: the preservative restoration of national monuments, recovery plans and urban
transformation, from productive settlements to advanced tertiary, from private residences to to
tourism and cultural hospitality, from shool buildings to places of worship or public entertainment.
Thanks to public competitions and private realizations, the studio gains an international reputation.
Between 1990 and 2001, the studio works for Olivetti in the advanced tertiary. Many of the studio’s
work have received internationial awards and recognitions and have been featured in specialized
magazines. Some of its most renowned projects are: the new monastery of Siloe, Collemassari
winery, the middle school in Lallio, Vicarello Castle, restoration of Sant’Agostino’s complex in Siena,
Lovere lakeside, reuse of an industrial complex in Stezzano, professional school in Haiti, multiethnic
school in Gjirokastër (Albania), the concert hall of Forum Fondazione Bertarelli in Grosseto.
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INTERNSHIPS
< STARPOOL
Ziano di Fiemme
Starpool was founded in 1975 by Ardelio Turri. Its activities are focused on a continuous research of wellness solutions that respond to the demands regarding everything that is directly
and indirectly connected to the care and harmonic development of the human body. In its 40
years of activity, Starpool has revolutionized the SPA concept and launched on the market new
high-quality products. Starpool is a an expert, serious and reliable partner whose abilities range
from design to realization, from coordination to tools’ choice, from maintaining to management.
A team of architects, designers, technicians, artisans, specialists and the R&D dept allow Starpool to always be at the forefront as for new business models or new elements of competitive
advantage.

PSLAB >
Bologna
At PSLab , we design and build lighting. Whatever the project, the final product is custom-made
and produced in our in-house manufactory. No standard. Everything we do is personalised.
Our designers and craftsmen work as partners in a team, in close collaboration with the client.
The interaction between design and build, embedded in a fabric of good communication, is the
essence of PSLab . We take care of each project phase. From on-site visits, exploratory studies,
design and technical drawings to the final production and space atmosphere. Depending on the
commission, we either create a new product from scratch, or we repurpose a product from our
archival gold mine. Depending on the project, we either design with a specific space in mind, or
we work detached from it, resulting in a product usable in various spaces. The final product and
accessories are always produced in our manufactory, and therefore quality-certified.
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RULES
I. GENERAL INDICATIONS
1.

The course will be taught in Italian (in case there are numerous foreign students, an interpretation service may be
activated);
2. the admission to the course is limited (max. 25 students)
and the admission is based on a selection (whose criteria
are reported in section III);
3. the course will take place in YACademy’s headquarters, via
Borgonuovo, 5, Bologna;
4. YACademy reserves the right to modify the calendar and the
program for a better operation of the courses. Possible modifications will be previously communicated to the students;
5. the course is made up of three different parts:
•
109 hours of classroom lessons;
•
a 60-hour workshop
•
an internship of variable duration (according to the
hosting studio).
6. for the internship period, it is fundamental to:
•
have completed the workshop activity (certified by the
workshop course professor);
•
have attended at least 75% of the classroom lessons;
7. the assignment of students to the professional bodies for
the internship period is utterly under discretion of YACademy, which will keep the students’ and the hosting studios’
availabilities into account;
8. the students can relinquish the internship in a company;
9. the internship will start within 3 months from the course’s
ending;
10. the course issues a certificate of attendance;
11. to receive the certificate of attendance it is fundamental to:
•
have completed the workshop activity (certificated by
the workshop course professor);
•
have attended at least 75% of the classroom lessons;
12. to have more information on the course, it is possible to get
in touch with the course tutor at studenti@yacademy.it

II. PREREQUISITES
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Fluent Italian or English;
pre-intermediate fluency in English (at least, level B1)
post-graduation diploma obtained according to the Italian
Ministerial Decree 270/04 in one of the following courses:
•
LM-03 Architecture for landscape
•
LM-04 Architecture and architectural engineering
•
LM-10 Preservation of environmental and architectural
heritage
•
LM-11 Preservation and renovation of cultural heritage
•
LM-12 Design
The certificate must be obtained by the application deadline
(20/07/2018). The selection board can admit students who
possess a different post-graduate certificate after examining
their CV, portfolio, motivational letter and, possibly, interviewing them;
completing the enrollment procedure as reported in section
IV;
paying the administration and enrollment fees.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

III. ADMISSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

The applications will be assessed by a selection board which
will assign a score between 60 and 100 to each candidate;
the selection board’s members are appointed by the executive board of YAC srl;
the selection board’s verdict is unquestionable;
each candidate’s final score will be composed by:
•
CV (max 30 points)
•
motivational letter (max 20 points)
•
portfolio (max 50 points)
on the basis of the scores, a provisional ranking will be
published in each candidate’s online private area. The best
25 candidates will be admitted to the course according to the
scores described at point 4 in this section;

12.
13.
14.
15.

a scholarship (full coverage of the enrollment fee) will be
granted to the first 8 admitted candidates, according to the
ranking; the first 8 ranking candidates will all be assigned the
same scholarship amount; in case one of them retires from
the course, their scholarship cannot be assigned to anyone
else;
the candidates ranking from the 9th to the 25th (included)
will be admitted to the course after the enrollment fee
payment;
the candidates ranking from the 26th on will not be admitted
to the course, but may be admitted following the retirement
of some of the candidates. In this case, the course tutor will
get in contact with the students within 10 days from the
publication of the provisional ranking;
according to enrollments and retirements, after 14 days from
the publication of the provisional ranking, the official ranking
will be published in the online private area of each candidate;
all the admitted students, both with a scholarship or not,
will be contacted by the course tutor in the days following
the publication of the provisional ranking to confirm the
enrollment:
in case of candidates gaining the same score, the priority will
be given to the candidate who has received the highest score
for their portfolio, and in case of an additional ex aequo,
the priority will be given to the candidate who has made the
administration fee payment earlier.
the selection board may require a motivational interview for
some candidates;
the date of the motivational interview will be agreed with
the candidate and the interview will be carried out at YACademy’s headquarters in via Borgonuovo, 5, Bologna;
if a candidate does not present themselves at the interview,
they will be automatically excluded from admission;
the candidate shall present themselves at the interview with
a valid identity document;
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IV. ENROLLMENT
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Access www.yacademy.it;
fill in all the required fields in the personal details form;
at the end of the registration procedure, the candidate will
receive an e-mail (check the spam folder) with username,
password and a confirmation link: click on the link to confirm the registration;
log in to your online private area with your activated username and password and choose the course to which you want
to enroll;
the following documents are required:
•
copy of a valid identity document
•
motivational letter (max 200 words)
•
CV (preferably Europass format)
•
portfolio (free format)
•
administration fee payment of 61€
The uploaded files shall be in .jpg or .pdf format and of a
maximum size of 10MB;
the application will be evaluated by YACademy staff, once
the administration fee payment has been made and the
documents have been uploaded;
at the end of the revision of applications, on the day of
publication of the provisional ranking, the candidates will be
informed of their status in their online private area:
•
ADMITTED WITH SCHOLARSHIP
•
ADMITTED (an additional field will be open in order to
upload the bank wire receipt for the enrollment fee)
•
NOT ADMITTED
The candidates shall be aware of the status of their application in order to act accordingly in case of admitted candidates’ retirement
in case of admission without a scholarship, the candidate
must:
•
pay the enrollment fee of 2.989€ (2450€ + VAT) in one
solution with a single payment within five days from
the publication of the provisional ranking indicating

the following reason for payment: “course enrollment;
name and surname of the student; course title” (e.g.
for student John Smith’s enrollment in the Architecture
for Landscape course: “course enrollment; Mario Rossi;
Architecture for Landscape”)
•
upload the bank wire receipt on their online private
area (within five days from the publication of the provisional ranking;
9. not paying the enrollment fee will exclude the candidate
from the course;
10. both the administrative fee and the enrollment
fee must be paid by bank wire to the IBAN
IT45X0327302400000600103285

8.

Presidential Decree 445/2000, the candidate’s paid fees will
not be refunded. False or untrue statements declared by the
candidate may bring to an action for damages carried out by
those affected;
the access to the courses and to the internships can be
suspended for disciplinary reasons or force majeure.

V. NOTES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

This whole document constitutes an integral part of the
Terms and Conditions of the service;
the candidates agree to the Terms and Conditions when they
register;
administration fees and enrollment fees are not refundable;
if a candidate retires from the course after paying the enrollment fee, the enrollment fee will not be refunded;
the administration fees and enrollment fees can be paid by
a third party, provided that the reason for payment correctly
refers to the candidate as indicate at points 5 and 8 of
section IV.
YAC declines all liability for missing communications depending on incorrect information given by the candidate or
missing/late communication of address change (compared
to the one indicated during the online registration), and
for mistakes attributable to third parties, chance or force
majeure;
in case a candidate declares false or untrue statements
regarding details necessary to the course enrollment, in addition to the sanctions envisaged by Article 76 of the Italian
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HEADQUARTERS
YACademy
Via Borgonuovo, 5 - 40125 Bologna
www.yacademy.it
facebook: @yacademy2018

CONTACTS
Course tutor: Alba Russo
Tel: 051 3510739
e-mail: studenti@yacademy.it

PARTNER

SPONSOR

